
 

                                                                                                                                                

Finding your modal pitch range 

Your modal pitch range is the most natural and comfortable pitch range for your vocal 
apparatus.  It is where the pitch can be sustained with increasing intensity (loudness) for a 
period of time without any feeling of vocal strain. 

The yawning technique 
This technique relaxes your vocal cords and therefore reduces the production of habitual pitch 
through over tension of vocal cords. 

1. Make yourself yawn (this can usually be triggered by opening your mouth as wide as 
you can and then breathing in) 

2. On the outward breath, make as much noise as possible, going up and down pitch (you 
will find that you can only go up and down so far in pitch – this is your modal pitch range) 

3. Repeat this on the outward breath of 3-4 yawns so that you get to know your pitch range 
4. Next time, yawn again but say a sentence on the outward breath such as ‘what a lovely 

day today’  
5. The repeat this sentence without the yawn but retaining the same pitch range 
6. Continue to speak using this pitch range 

The Ding Dong method 
This technique establishes the lowest reaches of your modal pitch range and enables you to 
lower your pitch without over tension 

1. Say the words Ding Dong slowly, elongating the ng at the end of each word (almost sing 
the words but using your natural voice pitch) and notice how the Ding sounds higher in 
pitch to the Dong 

2. Do this again but this time place your hand on the front of the throat and feel how the 
larynx moves up for the Ding and down for the Dong 

3. Say the words again slowly; repeat immediately using a lower pitch; repeat again lower 
still; so that you are producing a failing scale of Ding Dongs.   

4. Say the words again on the lowest most comfortable pitch and repeat 3-4 times to 
establish this pitch 

5. Say the words again, elongating the ng of the Dong and continue to speak a sentence 
(say something like ‘It’s a lovely day today’) following this pitch sound 

Face and head influence 
Some movements of your facial muscles and head can influence the pitch produced by your 
voice.  Increasing awareness of these movements can help to identify whether your habitual 
pitch is influenced by any of these movements.  You can then work on removing these 
movements and therefore reducing the habitual pitch creation 

1. Carefully study your face in a mirror before and during speaking, and identify whether 
you are doing any of the following during speaking: 

a. Raising your eyebrows and holding them raised  
b. Frowning constantly 
c. Smiling continuously  
d. Raising the whole head so that the neck is exposed 

2. If you identify any of the above, work on speaking whilst not producing any of the facial 
or head movements.
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